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Caveman Jimmy, Little and Big Dino, and two new characters Perry The Pterodactyl and

Johnny await on a brand new adventure to travel in time! Even you too can travel with them! So

hop onto their time machine and make an experience!

From School Library JournalGr 4-6-An attempt to cast Joan of Arc as a hero falls largely flat.

Though Joan's early experiences and later career are brushed in broadly, mostly in prose

sections, her character is the focus of this mixed-format graphic episode. In a clear effort to

make her more accessible (and perhaps more of a hero or role model) to modern young

readers Searle takes liberties with history-Joan is repeatedly cast as a fighter for France's

"freedom," when in fact her causes were obeying God's commands and driving the British from

territory claimed by the French king. Illustrator Frantz likewise takes liberties, depicting people

with a wide range of skin tones to imply an unlikely degree of racial diversity for the time and

place. Still, her large-eyed, olive-hued heroine so strongly radiates grim determination and

fortitude throughout that it takes a second look to notice how small she actually is next to the

men around her. Joan's unshakable faith in God, herself, and her mission comes off as a

steady, grinding persistence that first wears down the refusal of her local lord Robert de

Baudricourt to allow her to travel to the court at Chinon, and then convinces the skeptical

young Dauphin, future King Charles VII, to let her lead the relief of the English siege of

Orléans. Off she rides to a destiny described (not in detail) in a conclusion that includes a time

line and an audience appropriate reading list. VERDICT Conventional portraits such as Diane

Stanley's or Margaret Hodges's works do Joan of Arc far better service. Not recommended.-

John Peters, Children's Literature Consultant, NY;�†2• Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a

wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to

the paperback edition.Review"Joan of Arc’s faith and determination shine through in Who Was

the Girl Warrior of France?, which gives readers background on the Hundred Years War and

shows Joan of Arc’s challenging journey to help end it. All the [Who HQ Graphic Novels]

showcase the passions and urgency or risks behind their headline-making events and

humanize the people who made them possible." -- BooklistAbout the AuthorSarah Searle

originally hails from spooky New England but currently lives in sunny Perth, Australia. She

writes and draws comics, best known for vulnerable memoir and compassionate fiction. Her

first graphic novel Sincerely Harriet, a quiet middle grade tale about a girl who discovers the

power of storytelling while learning to manage chronic illness, debuted from Graphic Universe

in May 2019. Find her around the web: @swinsea / swinsea.comMaria Capelle Frantz was

born and raised in Fairbanks, Alaska, where she spent the first years of her life playing in the

woods, making up stories, and regularly perusing the local comic shop. In 2015, she was

awarded a national gold medal in the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards, for her short comic

"Death Wish." In 2017, her poster "The Golden Door" was chosen to be a part of Hank Green's

Refugee Poster Project, alongside 15 other artists. Prints of artwork inspired by the refugee

crisis were sold on dftba.com to help raise money for refugees in the United States. Her debut

graphic novel, The Chancellor and the Citadel, was published by Iron Circus Comics in 2019. --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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